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Type E will have the form mkl(2m)kz(3m)k~ where m, kl, kz, k3 will depend on 
n. E is a way of partitioning n into k, + 1 blocks. Hence we must have 
k, + k,.+ k, = k, + 1, (1) 
mk, +2mk,+3mk,= n. (2) 
Note that (2) implies m 1 n. We will relax this condition later. There exists a one 
parameter family of ki satisfying (1) and (2) thus 
k, =_: S(k,+l)-2 ; -4 , 0 1 
-(k,+l)+2+ 3 
1 
(3) 
ks=$ [(G)-(k.+lH]. 
We will choose 4 E (0, *l) so that kl, k2, k, are integers. Let 
C = {m E P, 1 n has type E = mkl(2m)kz(3m)kx). 
Now if “TT E P, has k, blocks and is related to an element of C it must belong to 
the union of the following sets: 
‘I’, ={n~ P,, 1 n has type mkl-2(2m)k2”(3m)k$, 
T2={7r~ P,, 1 w has type mkl-‘(2m)kz-*(3m)k,+‘~. 
‘& = {w E P,, 1 7r has type mkl-‘(2m)k2(3m)k~-‘(4m)‘), 
;1*4 ={n E P, 1 n has type mk~(2m)k2-2(3m)k~(4m)‘), 
Tr; = {q E P, I q has type mkl(2m)k2-‘(3m)k~-‘(5m)l), 
Tti = {m E P,, I r has type mk$2m)k2(3m)k~-2(6m)1}. 
Let R=(T,UT,UT,U’&U 7,; U T&'iCl (where ISI denotes the cardinality of the 
set S). Our example will work when R < 1. In fact for suitable C, R --) 0 as n --) m. 
Using the formula for the number of partitions of a given type we have 
k,(k,-1) ; k&2 ; k, k, 3 kAk2 - 1) + k2k3 + Mb - 1) 
R=tk2+O(;) 0,+1,r;) (“,“) (;z) (“,“) (3”,“> ’ 
(4) 
We H-XI let m = L&k,,] and look at how the terms of R behave. Note that 
Cc, - n/in 9 implies n/m - ak,, and m - (In n)/ar. Hence for fixed cy m varies slowly 
con-_ qtirc’ to n and for infinitely many values of n m I n. 
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We want kl, k2, k3 to be non-negative so we require 1 c cy <$. In examining how 
the terms of R behave as n + 00 we look at how the Ins of these terms behave. 
We use the fact that 
In n 
( ) Pn 
- nH,(p) = -n[plnp+(l-p)ln(l-p)] as n-m 
for 0 c p c 1, which follows from Stirling’s formula. We show that as n + 00 the In 
of each of the 6 terms in R + --oo for suitable ~1 so that each of the terms + 0 and 
hence R + 0. Note 
So that 
and In k, -In /&-In k,-In n hold. We therefore have 
\ln nb 
ln WI - 1) 
(k*+ 1)(2mm) 
-In n - 2mH&) 
In n --) --do for CR < 2H&) = 1.3853-, 
ln (k,+ 1)(3m”) 
- In n - 3mH,($) 
_[l-?!$&I In n + --oo for cw < 3H&) = 1.909!5+, 
In k&2 - - 2 In n - 4nzHJ$) 
4m 
( ) m 
In n + --oo for cy c 213&) = 1.1247-, 
- 2 In n - 4mH,(& 
-00 for cy c 2H&) = 1,3863-, 
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ln k,h --21n n-5mH,Q) 
sir2 
( ) 2m 
_ [2_x$&y In n + --oo for CY < &.($ = 1.6825+, 
- 2 In n - 6mH,($) 
_ [2__6.yfq In n * -00 for at < 3H&) = 2.0794 t.
Therefore, we satisfy all conditions if 1 < (Y < 1.1247 = 2H,($). This example 
only works for n divisible by m with m = L(n/la)k,, J and a! in this range for n 
sufficiently large. This is not all n, We therefore change E slightly to 
(m)k(2m)k2(3m)k$h)’ where 3m s h <4m and h is chosen so m 1 n -h. This will 
add 3 terms to R all of which --, 0 as n --) 00 and will not affect the asymptotic 
behavior of kI, kz, k, and hence of the 6 terms of R considered above. 
This construction produces counterexamples for n as low as 3.7 x 10’ (with 
m = ‘18, cy = 1.06). We have chosen 4 so that k2 - k,. If we remove this condition 
we can produce counterexamples with n as low as 6.0~ 10’ (with 
m = 14, cw = I .0846). These values of n are considerably lower than in the 
counterexamples found by Canfield (n > 6.5 x 1024). They are not however as low 
as those in Peck’s modification of Canfield’s counterexample (n= 5 x 106). 
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